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Problems with conventional LCA of emerging technologies
1. Technologies might change over time
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Lave et al. 1995. Science 268(5213): 993-995.
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1. Technologies might change over time
2. Production processes might change over time
Problems with conventional LCA of emerging technologies
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Lab-scale production
• No solvent recycling
• High yields OR high quality with 
low yields
• Different energy requirement
• Byproducts not utilized
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1. Technologies might change over time
2. Production processes might change over time
3. Surrounding systems might change over time
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Villares et al. 2017. Int J LCA22(10): 1618-1633.
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Bonus slide! 
Prospective vs Consequential and Attributional LCA
Hillman 2008 PhD thesis, Chalmers
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How to actually do the 
up-scaling / prediction / scenarios?  
× 0.1
Simplified ComplicatedIn between




Geisler et al. 2004. Int 
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Main messages
1. Prospective perspective in LCA of emerging technologies is 
needed because:
• Technologies change
• Production processes change
• Surrounding systems change
2. Prospective/ex-ante LCA is a useful approach for considering such 
possible changes
3. The big question: How can relevant up-scaling, predictions and 
scenario construction be done in practice? 
